[New lines of spontaneously transformed cells obtained from "precrisis" cultures of embryonic rat cells].
A new approach to selection of lines of spontaneously transformed cells from the rat embryo "precrisis" cultures is described and their phenotypes at the initial and advanced stages during a long-term cultivation are characterized. The new selective system, referred to as 2T7, differs from the well known 3T3, 2T6 and 3T12 systems (Todaro, Green, 1963; Aaronson, Todaro, 1968). It is based on the maintenance of cultures under maximum cell densities. Such an approach facilitated and accelerated the start of the "crisis" stage (up to 3-8 passages) with the following gradual death of almost the whole normal senescent cell population, the colony formation resulting from the proliferation of single clonogenic cells. The frequency of clonogenic cells was about 6 x 10(-6). Six lines of spontaneously transformed cells from embryos of noninbred white rats (LRec-1--LRec-6) and one line from the Wistar embryos (LRec-7) were established. All the lines are characterized as diploid or near-tetraploid, with 1-4 different marker chromosomes formed from chromosome 7, as was reported elsewhere (Artsybasheva et al., 1988). The values of saturation densities and the time of population doubling for all the 7 lines differed from those for the rat embryo primary cultures cells. LRec-1--LRec-6 cells were unable to form the colonies in soft agar, while LRec-7 cells were able to grow in agar. The lines LRec became oncogenic for 1-2 day old rats after different periods of cultivation in vitro--from 3 to 7 months. The line LRec-7 Wistar appeared to be highly oncogenic from the very beginning after its selection. The histological analysis revealed that the LRec-1 tumors could be classified as polymorphocellular sarcoma. Up to 20 passages the LRec-1 line had numerous clonogenic cells (50-60%) in sparse cultures independently on the serum content in the media. By a 3-step selection of LRec-1 cells, on cultivation in media with lower serum contents (1-0.1-0%), a semisuspension of LRec-1sf subline (serum free) was established. This line was highly oncogenic for 1-2 day old rats, was easily cryopreserved and proliferated in the serum-free media for unlimited time, forming small colonies in agar. Thus, the new approach allows to establish with high effectiveness spontaneous lines of rat embryo cells with differently transformed phenotypes, i.e. preneoplastic and oncogenic ones.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)